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ABSTRACT
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Automatic inspection system is necessary for reliable quality control if
ceramic materials to avoid operator subjectivity and fatigue in visual
inspection. Automatic segmentation from material‟s image is then the most
important process to develop such an inspection system. In this paper,
we propose a Possibilistic C-Means pixel clustering algorithm with fuzzy
stretching to form the defect object in segmentation. In experiment using 50
images containing a certain amount of defects, the proposed method was
successful in 49 cases or 98% of opportunities. That performance is roughly
twice better than that of standard K-means clustering in defect object
formation.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing of ceramic parts frequently leads to cracks on the surface if the requisite precision
and durability are not met with high quality, which can lead to potentially dangerous equipment failure.
However, the process of visual inspection often causes subjective decision and relies on the experience of the
inspector thus the reliability of such test might be affected and often time-consuming and expensive. The use
of appropriate nondestructive evaluation approache is critical to effective process/quality control of the
product and reliable performance in service. Ceramic materials that have high thermal resistance,
low density, and high degree of hardness are a traditional non-destructive testing application area. However,
cracks, spiracles, and other foreign substances that form various defects on the surface have negative
influence on its reliability and hardness [1].
Non-destructive visual inspection for texture and/or color abnormalities has applied to various
surfaces of objects such as wood, steel, wafer, and ceramics. However any visual inspection of surface
structure health monitoring brings the subjectivity problem and the cost-ineffective repetitive process issue
thus an automated computer assisted inspection system is highly demanded by industry [2]. Automatic
intelligent defect detection systems that can avoid such subjectivity can be classified into two categories with
respect to the characteristics of materials. While inspecting materials such as textile, ceramics, plastics, etc
should deal with the stochastic variations in scale and other environmental factors in detection of
abnormality, and inspecting traditional crack detection on the surface of uniform structures such as bridge,
wood, concrete etc. focuses the identification of regions that differ from a uniform background [3].
The automated material inspection system with intelligent image analysis typically consists of processes such
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as image acquisition, image enhancement, image segmentation, feature extraction and classification [4].
However, segmentation step remains a very delicate process since there are many occasions having irregular
types of noise and low contrasted images [5]. From different perspective, adaptive edge detecting algorithms
with contour analysis [6-8] have been used in defect detection but these techniques are argued due to its
sensitivity to the noise and requiring domain specific patterns and statistical support [9]. Some other systems
try to combine machine learning methods and image processing techniques to deal with this problem such as
fuzzy thresholding technique [8] and Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to find appropriate threshold
from ultrasound image [10] or use neural network in classification of detected cracks [11-12] but they are
sensitive to the brightness contrast of given images.
The main difficulty of developing highly reliable automatic inspection lies to the image
segmentation phase where efficient noise removal and enhancement of the image contrast to detect the
defects from the background. Thus, previously we focused on the image filtering and binarization method to
make the base image having enough contrast from the background in defect detection [13-15].
In this paper, we propose a pixel clustering based automatic segmentation of ceramic materials of
various thickness used in welding process. Pixel clustering methods are designed to enhance the brightness
contrast and form an object from input image. Automatic detection of an object from low contrast images by
pixel clustering have been successful in medical domain with K-means [16-18] and Fuzzy C-means
algorithm [19-21] as well as ART2 clustering in ceramic defect detection [2]. While being effective in most
cases, such strategies need careful preprocessing for noise removal and image contrast enhancement.
Also, ART2 learning was undesirably sensitive to the boundary variable values so that the scalability of such
strategy was questioned [15]. To overcome those deficits in pixel clustering procedure, we adopt Possibilistic
C-Means (PCM) clustering strategy. PCM has long history of theoretical background [22, 23] and many
successful applications in engineering [24, 25] and medical domain [26, 27] and many constraint relaxed
models exist [28]. We also relax some part of standard PCM as proposed in [22] to adapt the domain
constraints and due to the low intensity contrast between the target area and the background, we need fuzzy
stretching [2] to enhance the contrast.

2. METHOD
2.1. Adaptive fuzzy stretching for contrast enhancement
In preprocessing for the automatic segmentation, we need to enhance the contrast of the image such
that the target object has enough discriminative characteristics from the background or non-target object.
However, the purpose of this paper is not finding the best preprocessing steps but to test the feasibility of a
good pixel clustering algorithm to form the target object, we apply the standard Gaussian filtering and MaxMin binarization with 3 x 3 Sobel mask [29]. Very frequently, any vision based object extraction procedure
provides auxiliary intensity stretching algorithm to extend the contrast to differentiate the target object from
the background effectively. In this paper, we modify the fuzzy stretching procedure to add adaptability to the
environment of input image as following;
The first step is to compute the average brightness value by using this formula:
∑

,

(1)

where M and N denote the width and length of the image.
Then the distance between the brighter, the darker area and the average are computed
|
|
where

|,

(2)

|,

(3)

and is the highest and the lowest intensity pixel value, in respectively.
The brightness value us adjusted using the following rule:

,
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where

and
are maximum and minimum intensity, respectively.
Then, we design a triangle type membership function as shown in Figure 1. Thus, the membership
degree (μ(I)) is computed as following over the interval [Imin, Imax ].

Figure 1. Fuzzy membership function for fuzzy brightness stretching

The cut point (α-cut) in Figure 1 is computed as follows;
,

(5)

,

(6)

The upper limit value (α-cut) and the lower limit value (α) are defined as the highest and lowest Xi
among pixels that have higher membership degree than the cut point α-cut.
The effect of such preprocessing is as shown in Figure 2.

(a) Input image

(b) After applying fuzzy stretching
Figure 2. The effect of fuzzy stretching

2.2. Possibilistic C-Means pixel clustering with relaxation
Then, the next step is applying pixel clustering algorithm to form the target object from the image
obtained from above preprocessing step. In a standard FCM technique, a noisy pixel can be wrongly
classified because of its abnormal feature data [30]. Possibilistic C-means (PCM) clustering is another
unsupervised clustering method where the component generated by PCM corresponds to a dense region in
the dataset. PCM is known to be more robust in the case of noisy data. The PCM membership degree refers
to the degree of „typicality‟ between data and clusters [26].
The PCM is based on the relaxation of the probabilistic constraint in order to interpret in a
possibilistic sense of the membership function or degree of typicality.
Then we call Up = (uij) a possibilistic cluster partition of X if :
∑

{

},

(7)

The uij [0, 1] are interpreted as degree of typicality of the datum xj to cluster i and uij for xj
resembles the possibility of being a member of corresponding cluster.
The objective function in PCM clustering can be calculated as follows.
∑

∑

(

)

∑

∑

(

)

(8)
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where ni denotes the average distance between points in the same group in this paper. The first term of equation
(8) tries to minimize the distance between the data point and the cluster center and the second term is a penalty
term to avoid having a trivial solution. The update formula for membership degree is defined as the (9).
(9)
(

)

The value ni decides the distance that the membership degree becomes 0.5 in the cluster. Thus, it
represents the relative importance of the second term with respect to the first term in the objective function
(equation (8)) and typically estimated as the (10) as following.
∑

(10)

∑

where K = 1 in this paper.
However, PCM has its own disadvantages such that it needs good initialization to obtain good result
[23]. To classify a data point, cluster centroid has to be closest to the data point (by membership) and for
estimating the centroids, the typicality needs to alleviate the undesirable effect of outliers. There exists a
possibility that PCM stops with less number of clusters than the actual number of clusters.
Another problem arises in this standard PCM form in that the distance function as shown in (11)
forces to converge to single winning cluster for the jth data point Xj,
|

|

(11)

In this paper, we relax this equation (11) as following in that the center value of i th cluster is
distributed to all clusters in a way to avoid local maxima where V denotes the center value if there is only one
cluster and there can be c clusters.
∑

(12)

The effect of such relaxation in this domain is as shown in Figure 3.

(a) Standard PCM

(b) Relaxed PCM
Figure 3. The effect of PCM

3.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
The proposed method is implemented in C# under Visual Studio 2017 environment with Intel(R)
Dual Core(TM) i7-87005U CPU @ 2.0 GHz and 32 GB RAM PC. Welding X-ray images are from
Nondestructive Testing and Radiation Safety Center at Dong-Eui University, Pusan, Korea. Total 50 images
for defect detection testing of ship building ceramic materials with various thicknesses - 8mm, 10mm, 11mm,
16mm, and 22mm. In order to compare the performance of proposed PCM clustering, we implement Kmeans clustering as used in [17]. The result is summarized in Table 1 and PCM proposed in this paper is far
better than standard K-means clustering. One of the examples that the proposed method was successful but
K-means was not for the same input is shown in Figure 4. Even when K-means seems to find the defect from
the input, the proposed PCM gives richer result as shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1. Performance evaluation
Thickness
8mm
10mm
11mm
16mm
22mm
Total

K-Means
1
3
5
1
14
24

PCM
15
4
6
7
17
49

#-of-Data
15
5
6
7
17
50

(a) K-means fails

(b) Proposed PCM succeeds
Figure 4. Comparison of two methods – K-means failed case

(a) K-means was successful

(b) PCM was successful and gives richer result
Figure 5. Comparison of two methods – K-means success case
Title of manuscript is short and clear, implies research results (First Author)
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4.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method that extracts the suspicious defect from ceramic welding
materials automatically through pixel clustering based segmentation. In preprocessing step, we apply
standard Gaussian filtering and Sobel mask thus they are not the main reason of the obtained result. We apply
an adaptive fuzzy clustering in image contrast enhancement and use PCM with relaxed cluster center
belongings in distance computation. In experiment with 50 welding ceramic materials obtained from a
university research center, the proposed PCM based method detects defects in 49 out of 50 cases. This result
is far better than standard K-means clustering used as a competitor in this paper. The limitation of this paper
is that the data used in the experiment is from only one center and the number of images are also limited thus
the value of proposed method should be tested in the real world with more data.
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